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With the rapid development of computer technology, computers and computer-
controlled automated processing technology has been integrated into various
areas of human society and play an increasingly important role. For today's
scientific information is a major leap for people living, working, learning to bring
the subtle influence.
The management of the bank customer information is an indispensable part of
banking, is also an important part of bank management. Its contents are essential
for the bank's managers, customer information management system should be
able to provide complete, accurate and flexible customer management
information and fast query tool for enterprise managers. But people have been
using the traditional manual way to manage file mode, this management
approach has many shortcomings, such as: low efficiency, poor security, the
other over time, will produce large amounts of files and data for the lookup,
update and maintain have brought a lot of difficulties. Therefore, the use of
computer automation of customer information management will be imperative.
This dissertation describes the process of the overall planning of the top down,
bottom-up application development strategy to develop a management
information system in VB environment. Through the analysis company customer
manual management insufficiency, founded a set of effective client computer
management program. This dissertation introduces the systems analysis portion
of the customer management system, including feasibility analysis, business
process analysis; system design part of the system functional design and
database design and code design; system part of the main modules of the
algorithm, and comes with some of the main window and procedures. The system
is friendly interface, simple operation, and more applicable.
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